PRIVATE INTELLIGENCE CORPORATIONS

**Constellis**
Constellis (formerly Olive Group) is a leading global provider of integrated risk mitigation solutions to multinational corporations, both governments and non-governmental organizations alike and private individuals. Constellis is headquartered in Virginia and has a significant presence in Europe, North America, Africa and South Asia.
constellis.com

**Global Strategies Group**
Global Strategies Group is a defense and national security organization providing innovative, mission critical solutions to government clients across North America, Europe, Africa, the Middle East and Asia. It integrates sophisticated technologies with specialist knowledge to address current and emerging threats to national security across four main areas: intelligence, counter-terrorism, cyber security, and critical infrastructure protection.
www.globalgroup.com

**Hakluyt & Co.**
Hakluyt & Co. is a British strategic intelligence and advisory firm headquartered in London, with subsidiary offices in New York and Singapore serving clients in the Asia-Pacific region. Hakluyt assiduously avoids publicity, but is widely regarded as having a reputation for discretion and effectiveness among its client base.
www.hakluyt.co.uk

**iJET**
iJET employs intelligence analysts and subject matter experts that monitor operational threats and incidents such as terrorism, geopolitical developments, weather, transportation disruptions, natural disasters, and infectious diseases around the world for more than 500 multinationals.
www.ijet.com

**Kroll**
Headquartered in New York City, Kroll is a consultant to corporate purchasing departments and focuses on helping clients improve operations by uncovering kickbacks, fraud and other forms of corruption. It has experience in high-profile investigations in the financial sector as well, and operates offices in more than 55 cities in 27 countries worldwide.
www.kroll.com

**NC4**
NC4 delivers situational readiness solutions that revolutionize how government and businesses collect, manage, share and disseminate information to mitigate risks, manage incidents, and securely communicate and collaborate with one another. With locations across the country, NC4 provides incident information and analysis and the tools to coordinate complex data streams from multiple sources.
www.nc4.us
Secure Solutions International
Secure Solutions International serves clients primarily in the government, energy and financial sectors addressing global security risks posed by terrorism, international instability, and crime. The founders of SSI served in the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in operational and technical positions before starting up this company. SSI consultants manage projects through the United States and in most parts of the world, including Europe, Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, East Asia, and Latin America.
www.secure-sols.com

Steele Foundation
Steele’s three core practices of business investigations, consulting solutions, and strategic security service help clients mitigate exposure and minimize loss, both financially and physically. They specialize in planning and protection at every level throughout the enterprise, serving multinational corporations, small and mid-sized businesses, individuals, governmental agencies, and nonprofit organizations.
www.wwsteele.com

Strategic Insight Group (SIG)
Strategic Insight Group is a private intelligence agency offering next-generation research and advanced trans-disciplinary analytical services to an international client base of investors, publicly and privately-held commercial and industrial concerns, professional firms, non-governmental organizations, and government agencies.
www.sigintelligence.com

TranSecure
TranSecure provides professional aviation security consulting services for airports and the Aviation and Transportation communities worldwide, specializing in Airport Security Programs, regulatory support, Concept of Operations, Airport Security Planning and Design, access control and surveillance systems, vulnerability analysis, and security training programs.
www.transecure.us

UnitedHealthcare Global
UnitedHealthcare Global provides world-class medical, safety, and security solutions. Its intelligence group, which recently incorporated ASI Group, specializes in pre-trip intelligence, consulting, investigations, executive protection, secure transportation and corporate aviation security.
www.unitedhealthcareglobal.com